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Abstract---Medical image analysis is a very popular
research area in these days in which digital images
are analyzed for the diagnosis and screening of
different medical problems. Diabetic retinopathy is
one of the serious eye diseases that can cause
blindness and vision loss. Diabetes Mellitus, a
metabolic disorder, has become one of the rapidly
increasing health threats both in India and
worldwide. Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is an eye
disease caused by the increase of insulin in blood
and may cause blindness. An automated system for
the early detection of DR can save a patient vision
and can also help the ophthalmologist in screening
of DR which contains different types of lesion, i.e.,
micro aneurysms, hemorrhages, exudates. Early
diagnosis by regular screening and treatment is
beneficial in preventing visual impairment and
blindness. This project presents a method for
detection and classification of exudates in colored
retinal images. It eliminates the replication
exudates region by removing the optic disc
region.
Several image processing techniques
including Image Enhancement, Segmentation,
Classification, and registration has been developed
for the early detection of DR on the basis of features
such as blood vessels, exudes, hemorrhages and
micro aneurysms. This project presents a review of
latest work on the use of image processing
techniques for DR feature detection. Image
Processing techniques are evaluated on the basis of
their results. Exudates are found using their high
gray level variation, and the classification of
exudates is done with exudates features and SVM
classifier.
Keywords- Diabetic Retinopathy, hemorrhage,
image processing.
I.INTRODUCTION
DR is a complication of diabetes and a leading cause
of blindness in the United States (U.S). The retina is
the membrane that covers the back of the eye. It is

highly sensitive to light. It converts any light that
hits the eye into signals that can be interpreted by the
brain. This process produces visual images, and it is
how sight functions in the human eye. Diabetic
retinopathy damages the blood vessels within the
retinal tissue, causing them to leak fluid and distort
vision. DR is a progressive pathology and its
severity is determined by the number and the types
of lesions present on the retina. As a consequence,
there is a need to detect those lesions either for
screening DR or for measuring its progression.
Micro aneurysm (MAs), which are small swellings
appearing on the side of tiny blood vessels, are the
most frequent and often the first lesions to appear as
a consequence of DR. Therefore, within this study
we focused on detecting this kind of lesion. Diabetic
retinopathy is classified into 4 stages: at the first
stage it is Mild Non-proliferative Retinopathy.
Second stage is Moderate Non-proliferative
Retinopathy. Next is Severe Non proliferative
Retinopathy and the final stage is Proliferative
Retinopathy. Non Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy
(NPDR) is the earliest of the four stages of DR,
when micro aneurysm appear as small regions of
balloon-like inflammations in the retina's small
blood vessels. Later on, most of the blood vessels
are blocked thereby retina is left without enough
blood supply. These vessels can bleed easily and
may also cause retinal traction and detachment.
These abnormal blood vessels sometimes grow to
the point where they become a threat to the vision
even without the person knowing that there is any
problem. The different analysis procedures deal with
different methods for the earlier detection
symptoms. The earlier detection helps in the
treatment of the eye diseases in an effective manner.
As a result of diabetic retinopathy, different regions
on the retina get damaged and lead to loss of vision.
One of the very important steps in automated
detection of DR is micro aneurysm detection. Micro
aneurysm belong to the earliest noticeable signs of
the presence of DR. Due to the non-obvious nature
of tissues with MAs against the surrounding tissues,
it still remains an open issue.
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This method is proposed using image processing
techniques, which is an automated method for
detection of suspected glaucoma. In this paper an
algorithm is proposed to detect suspected glaucoma
by using the presence or absence of hemorrhages in
a particular region, near the optic disc, in fundus
image. which only uses cup to disc ratio as a
deciding parameter to detect glaucoma, method
proposed in this paper helps to diagnose the case of
suspected glaucoma efficiently. The optic disc and
hemorrhages are segmented in a particular region
automatically by using adaptive thresholding and
some geometrical features.
III.METHDOLOGY
In this project first we acquire the retinal image
from the human eye. This process is referred as
Image acquisition. The image acquisition is done by
different methods like, X-ray, MRI scan, and digital
camera. After that the optic disk shape will detected
from the retinal. From the optic disk shape we will
extract the ROI (Region of Interest). Then we have
to enhance the image for clear analysis of image.
Feature extraction is done after the image
enhancement. We extract the feature for each pixel
of the image. Then we classify the image using the
image analysis function.

is the need of time to know how the images are
being captured and stored into memory. This is
called as Image Acquisition.
2)COLOUR CONVERSION: Color conversion is
the process of convert the image in to required color
pattern. which is depends on the process we are
using. In this we are converting the RGB images into
gray image. Because of the large computational
complexity RGB image cannot be processed. And if
we use RGB image for further processing we need
separate filter functions for each color values. Which
increase number of coding lines. So we use color
conversion process for convert RGB image into gray
level image. which leads to process the easier.
3)FILTERING: Filtering is a technique for modify
an image. Image processing operations implemented
with filtering include smoothing, sharpening, and
edge enhancement. Filtering is the process of
removing the noise in the image. While image
acquisition because of the environmental factors, the
noise will be added in the image and image quality
will be reduced. To improve the image quality we
use different types of filter based on application.
Here we use the median and wiener filter. This two
filters are most commonly used filter for removing
noise.
4)ADAPTIVE HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION:
The goal of standard histogram equalization scheme
is to optimize the overall contrast of the image by
obtaining a uniform histogramed version of the gray
image. It attempts to equalize the probability of
occurrence of all the gray values of the image.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
SOFTWARE DETAILS:
1)IMAGE ACQUISITION: The first stage of any
vision system is the image acquisition stage. After
the image has been obtained, various methods of
processing can be applied to the image to perform
the many different vision tasks required today.
Images have touched almost all the fields like
medical, sports, social networking and many more. It
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FIG A.OBSERVABLE CHANGES IN
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY EYE AS
COMPARED TO THAT OF NORMAL EYE
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extraction technique, will be better. This approach is
useful when image sizes are large and a reduced
feature is required to quickly complete tasks such as
image matching and retrieval.

FIG B.STAGES OF DIABETIC
RETINOPATHY
IV.SEGMENTATION
Image segmentation is the process of dividing an
image into multiple parts. This is typically used to
identify objects or other relevant information in
digital images. Image segmentation is a process in
which regions or features sharing similar
characteristics are identified and grouped together.
Image segmentation may use statistical classification,
thresholding, edge detection, region detection, or
any combination of these techniques. The output of
the segmentation step is usually a set of classified
elements, Segmentation techniques are either regionbased or edge-based. Region-based techniques rely
on common patterns in intensity values within a
cluster of neighboring pixels Segmentation is a
process of extracting and representing information
from an image is to group pixels together into
regions of similarity.
SKIN LOCUS METHOD: Although different
people will have different skin color, it
may even depend on their gene and other
aspects. But in most studies it is clearly
shown that the large and major difference
was in their intensity of the skin rather
than their chromaticities of their skin.
Different color models are compared
together such as the RGB, HSV, YCbCr
etc,. to make the algorithm of skin locus
model.
V.FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature plays a very important role in the area of
image processing. Before getting features, various
image preprocessing techniques like binarization,
thresholding, resizing, normalization etc. are applied
on the sampled image.After Feature extraction
techniques are helpful in various image processing
applications e.g. character recognition. As features
define the behavior of an image, they show its place
in terms of storage taken, efficiency in classification
and obviously in time consumption also. Here in this
paper, we are going to discuss various types of
features, feature extraction techniques and
explaining in what scenario, which features

VI.PROPOSED SYSTEM
Diabetic Retinopathy cause changes in eye damage
the blood vessel. Image will undergo a standard
method of applying image processing which
includes image acquisition, pre-processing like
filtering
(Median/Wiener/Gaussian),
contrast
enhancement (Histogram Equalization/Adaptive
Histogram), feature extraction like GLCM, Region
Properties. Image Assessment techniques followed
by exact identification of disease, We will use Skin
locus model and color histogram for classification of
the retinal images into category of Normal. The
Overall classification rate of the proposed system
will give the better efficiency and accuracy of
identifying the disease with respect to existing
systems. After getting results, patient can receive
their report via e-mail. After getting result, records
will be sent through E-mail and SMS through GSM
module. The advantages of the proposed system
includes Retinopathy Prediction is Helps prevent
vision loss by early detection, Automated Blood
Vessel Extraction algorithms can save time, patients’
vision and medical costs, Error Probability low,
PSNR value is very low when compared to existing
system, Adaptive Histogram gives brightness and
intensity to segment eye disease properly.
VII.RESULT
COLOUR
CONVERSION
(RGB_GRAY):
Image conversions between data classes and image
types are a common requirement for imaging
applications. Image Processing Toolbox provides a
variety of utilities for conversion between data
classes, including single- and double-precision
floating-point and signed or unsigned 8-, 16-, and
32-bit integers. Image conversions between data
classes and image types are a common requirement
for imaging applications. This algorithms for
conversion between image types, including binary,
grayscale, indexed color, and truecolor. Specifically
for color images, the toolbox supports a variety of
color spaces (such as YIQ, HSV, and YCrCb) as
well as Bayer pattern encoded and high dynamic
range images.
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Fig a. Color conversion for normal eye & Fig b.
defected eye
ADAPTIVE HISTOGRAM EQUALISATION:

Fig a.HE for normal eye & Fig b. HE for defected
eye
From the above figures it is evident that standard
histogram equalization schemes suffer from noise
amplification and intensity saturation which is
resolved by the proposed algorithm. As a last step,
the efficiency of the proposed DR image is to
contrast enhancement, Normalised Power Spectral
Distribution and Cumulative Power Spectra of the
resultant images are plotted.
SKIN LOCUS ALGORITHM:
Device-independent color management in Image
Processing Toolbox enables you to accurately
represent color independently from input and output
devices. This is useful when analyzing the
characteristics of a device, quantitatively measuring
color accuracy, or developing algorithms for several
different devices. With specialized functions in the
toolbox, you can convert images between deviceindependent color spaces, such as RGB, XYZ, xyY,
L*a*b*, uvL, and L*ch. Color-Based Segmentation
Using the L*a*b* Color Space identifying different
colors by analyzing an image in an alternative color
space.

Fig a.SLA for normal eye & Fig b.SLA for defected
eye
DEFECTION IMAGE:

Fig a.The normal human eye &
Fig b.The eye affected by diabetes
VIII.CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm is useful for
automated detection of suspected glaucoma in
fundus images. This method detects the intermediate
grade of glaucoma which is one of the important
factors in glaucoma screening system. The ROI
segmentation is used for haemorrhage detection in
particular region for automatically detecting
suspected glaucoma. The method proposed detects
the hemorrhages in particular region which make
this method computationally efficient. The proposed
algorithm achieves significant result. In future,
detect more features for detection of suspected
glaucoma.
IX.FUTURE SCOPE
It is possible that the next several years may
demonstrate that some of the experimental
approaches currently under investigation, such as
somatostatin analogues, protein kinase C inhibitors,
VEGF inhibitors, pigment epithelium-derived factor,
and many others, may prove useful as new
therapeutic approaches in the care of diabetic eye
disease.
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